
1. Introduction
Magnetic reconnection is the process whereby a magnetic field enters a state of stress or strain and re-
structures itself into a lower energy state (Hesse & Cassak, 2020). This often occurs through the explosive 
snapping and reforging of magnetic field lines, where mass can be released in the form of plasmoids tail-
ward of the reconnection site. For planets with well-developed magnetospheres, reconnection between the 
interplanetary magnetic field and planetary magnetic field on the day-side of a magnetosphere can result in 
the transfer of energy, mass and momentum (McAndrews et al., 2008; Milan et al., 2007). Similarly, on the 
night-side, open magnetic field lines become stretched into a extended planetary magnetotail which facili-
tates reconnection to again form closed field lines (Dungey, 1961, 1965). This cyclic transition between open 
and closed field configurations allows the transfer of mass and energy, both in and out, of the planetary 
magnetosphere, as well as alters the ratio of open-closed magnetic flux to the magnetosphere. Alternatively, 
reconnection can occur for rapidly rotating magnetized planets, such as Saturn, which involves no variation 
in overall magnetic flux. For these planets, rapid rotation rates and significant internal mass sources result 
in the operation of the Vasyliunas cycle where mass is lost down the magnetotail through the reconnection 
of centrifugally stretched, mass loaded field lines (Vasyliunas, 1983).

Figure 1 illustrates a model of night-side magnetospheric reconnection occurring within the planetary cur-
rent sheet in a Kronocentric Solar Magnetospheric (KSM) Saturn-centered system. This coordinate system 
is x axis positive toward the Sun, the z axis is positive northwards such that the x-z plane contains Saturn’s 
magnetic dipole axis, and the positive y axis points toward dusk. Direct encounters with the reconnec-
tion site are extremely rare: at Saturn there has been one reported observation of the ion diffusion region 
(Arridge et al., 2015). The vast majority of reconnection-related knowledge has been derived from in situ 
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encounters with the products of reconnection: plasmoids, traveling com-
pression regions and dipolarizations, all of which leave characteristic sig-
natures in field and particle data. On the planet-side of the reconnection 
site reconnection can be identified indirectly by spacecraft through dipo-
larizations, when the north-south magnetic field undergoes a negative to 
positive deflection caused by a contracting of reconnected magnetic field 
back toward the planet (Bunce et al., 2005; Jackman et al., 2013, 2015; 
Russell et  al.,  2008; Smith, Jackman, Thomsen, Lamy, & Sergis,  2018; 
Smith, Jackman, Thomsen, Sergis, et al., 2018; Yao et al., 2017). On the 
tail-side, reconnection can be remotely identified through plasmoids 
(Hill et  al.,  2008; Hones,  1977; Jackman et  al.,  2007,  2011; Richardson 
et al., 1987) or traveling compression regions (TCRs; Slavin et al., 1984), 
when the north-south magnetic field undergoes a severe or moderate pos-
itive to negative deflection. This is caused by either a plasmoid, enclosed 
bubble of magnetized plasma, or TCR, compressed bulge in the current 
sheet, traveling over the observing spacecraft. All of these signatures im-
ply the bulk motion of plasma and hence, the transport of both energy 
and mass about the magnetosphere. Analysis on the transport of mass 
focuses on solving the mass budget for Saturn’s magnetosphere. Saturn 
receives a mass loading of plasma from Enceladus of 8–250 kg 1s  (Chen 
et al., 2010; Fleshman et al., 2010; Jurac & Richardson, 2005; Pontius & 
Hill, 2009). The MHD simulation of Zieger et al.  (2010) estimated that 
plasmoids account for 8% of the total mass lost down-tail. Bagenal and 

Delamere (2011) estimated that 200 plasmoids per day would be required to remove 100 kg 1s  by assuming 
a plasmoid of volume (10 RS)3 with a density of 0.01 3cm  of 18 atomic mass units (amu) ions. Jackman 
et al. (2014) instead estimated a distribution of 3.6–196 tail-width plasmoids per day to remove 100 kg 1s  
with a density of 0.1 3cm  of 16 amu ions (Thomsen et al., 2014), assuming plasmoids occupy dimensions 
of: height = 4 SR , length = 4.28 SR , and width = 90 SR . The large-scale Dungey cycle of opening of flux via 
dayside reconnection, followed by closure of flux on the nightside and loss of material downtail is not the 
only method by which mass can be added to or removed from the magnetosphere. (Neupane et al., 2019) 
empirically derived an outflow of mass at 55 kg s-1 through observation of plasma flow patterns. Several 
authors have considered the consequences of a more viscous-like interaction with the solar wind, which 
can lead to features such as Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities near the magnetospheric boundaries (e.g., Mas-
ters, 2018). Such interaction facilities more magnetic sheer stress at the boundaries and can create a local 
time asymmetry in plasma flow and perhaps in associated mass loss (e.g., B. Burkholder et al., 2017).

Numerous studies have been performed on magnetospheric phenomena to understand the global impact 
of reconnection, ranging from changing plasma flow patterns, to dynamic auroral emissions in UV and 
radio wavelengths. Plasma flow patterns have been analyzed to understand the difference that reconnec-
tion makes to the pattern of sub-corotational, azmiuthally directed flow, and have been used to search for 
evidence of an x-line, where one might expect oppositely directed flows on either side (Imber et al., 2011; 
McAndrews et al., 2009; Neupane et al., 2019; Thomsen et al., 2014). It is noteworthy that the search for 
Saturn’s planetary x-line has not yet been conclusive on a specific location. In addition to in-situ plasma 
and energetic particle investigations, remote sensing of auroral emissions in multiple wavelengths can give 
global context to the impact of reconnection. On the radio side, Saturn Kilometric Radiation has been ob-
served to both intensify and extend to lower frequencies in response to solar wind compression and mag-
netotail reconnection events (Jackman et al., 2009; Reed et al., 2018). Furthermore, Saturn’s UV aurora, 
formed at the boundary between open and closed field lines, can act as a diagnostic of the flux content of the 
magnetosphere, with the oval latitude changing in direct response to opening and closing of flux through 
reconnection (Bader et al., 2019; Badman et al., 2016; Jasinski et al., 2019). To date, these phenomena have 
been investigated primarily through case study observations or semi-automatically made catalogs (Bunce 
et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2008; Jackman et al., 2007, 2008; Smith et al., 2016). However, the power of machine 
learning (ML) is that it enables us to explore these phenomena over wider timescales, with larger catalogs 
of events, and by reducing the bias associated with by-eye selection of events.
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Figure 1. Model of magnetic reconnection in a planetary current 
sheet. From this form of reconnection, various structures are created: 
dipolarizations, plasmoids and traveling compression regions which are 
detectable by in-situ spacecraft through their unique magnetic deflections 
(adapted from Garton et al., 2021). These figures are described in a 
Kronocentric Solar Magnetospheric coordinate system.
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The implementation of ML to space physics is a relatively new concept, but a promising one for the im-
provements to identification, classification and forecasting in the field (Azari et al., 2020). ML’s strength is 
three-fold: its robust unbiased results, its rapid turn around from input to output, and it does not assume or 
require a specific analytical form or magnetic signature (Huang et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2017). ML operates 
through the training of a base architecture with a prepared data set. The prepared data set will be composed 
of a set of input properties and a corresponding output classification or property. The weights and biases of 
the base structure are gradually tuned until for the given training inputs it returns outputs with a reasonable 
accuracy to the expected results. This can result in over-training, where the ML model has become highly 
specialized to identify the training inputs with incredible accuracy, but has not learned the true underlying 
structure that the creator wishes to identify. To curtail this problem, the ML models are compared against 
new, already classified datasets in a test/validation environment. The accuracy achieved in this test environ-
ment represents the model’s true ability to classify input datasets to correct outputs (Jabbar & Khan, 2015; 
Lapedes & Farber,  1987; Ying,  2019). The result is a model that is, efficient and accurate at identifying 
correct outputs for given input data. Furthermore this model is consistent: for the given input the model 
will always return the same output. This is contrasted with human observers, who are highly subject to un-
quantifiable mis-classifications, uncertainty, and bias. For a single event, two human observers may class it 
differently, or even the same human observer will classify datasets differently on different passes through a 
data set, including being biased by the order in which data are examined. ML models are also extremely rap-
id with their classifications, completing potentially millions of classifications per second, far outperforming 
a human classifier, allowing scientific exploitation of a greater volume of data.

Garton et al. (2021) (G21) applied neural network ML methods to Cassini magnetometer data, utilizing the 
Smith et al. (2016) (S16) catalog as a training set, to create a Kronian magnetospheric reconnection clas-
sifier. The S16 catalog was created from a semi-automated classification algorithm to identify magnetotail 
signals of reconnection in Cassini magnetometer data through quadratic fitting and parametric threshold-
ing. The G21 model then classified the entirety of Cassini’s near-Saturn lifetime (2004–2017; see Figure 2) 
rendering the most complete database of magnetic field deflections. This catalog contains start and end 
times of identified reconnection events, the spatial location of detection, as well as parametric information, 
such as the magnitude of the deflection of the north-south field component ( B ) and signal to noise ratio of 
the observed event. Here, we apply statistical analysis to G21 to further understanding of Saturn’s magnetic 
topology and its seasonal evolution, as well as introduce statistical predictability to magnetospheric recon-
nection events. Section 2 describes catalog validation and data pruning applied to the G21 catalog to ensure 
statistical analysis is only performed on validated magnetotail events. Section 3 shows a statistical analysis 
across temporal, spatial, and parametric properties of validated reconnection identifications. Finally, Sec-
tion 4 investigates the results of this statistical analysis and discusses the improvements to understanding 
of magnetospheric dynamics.

2. Catalog Stability and Reliability
Machine learning is a powerful tool that can be used in improving the identification and forecasting of 
events in the scientific sector. However, this new method introduces unforeseen errors and complications, 
most notably the difficulty on interpreting ML architectures. This difficulty of interpretation is not due to a 
’black-box’-like nature, but due to the sheer complexity and size of the architectures. While not uninterpret-
able, an investigation of the architecture is extremely time consuming and hence undermines the principle 
strength of ML methods, to save time on identification. It is important to distinguish that while these al-
gorithms are poor at interpreting the why of events, that is, searching for deeper meaning behind datasets, 
they have been shown to be extremely effective at interpreting the what, that is, identifying positive events 
within a data set on par with or outperforming human classifiers (Geirhos et al., 2018; He et al., 2015). This 
is why domain knowledge is critical, to marry the computation power of an ML algorithm with the do-
main expertize for interpretation of the scientific context. Similarly issues of stability are introduced when 
utilizing ML methods. Machine learning is defined by user set hyper parameters and a random starting 
configuration which is then fine tuned through successive epochs of training into an effective classifier. 
Hence, successive runs of a ML algorithm can produce varying results, even when using the same hyper 
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parameters, due to the random starting positions of weights and biases, the method of separating train/test 
datasets, and limitations of epochs of training.

Stability for ML algorithms is typically assessed through a validation of the produced results. Metrics of 
accuracy and various skill scores are used to indicate an algorithm’s performance on a validation or test 
data set, a classified data set which has never been seen by the algorithm during training. This is typically 
extremely effective at indicating an algorithm’s performance and more than justifies its use when extrapo-
lated to larger datasets. However, in space physics we typically operate in less controlled environments, with 
rare phenomena resulting in class imbalances and unequal spatial and temporal coverage, hence when an 
algorithm is shown to be effective on a classified subset, it is not indicative of its performance on a larger un-
classified data set that experiences more varied background environments (Schneider et al., 2020). The ML 
algorithm constructed in G21 was trained, tested and validated on the S16 catalog which only covers dates 
from the years 2006, 2009, and 2010. These years are during the optimal Cassini orbits for detecting and 
identifying magnetotail reconnection bi-products. Extrapolating the catalog from these years to more varied 
orbits allows for the identification of more events, however these events cannot be automatically verified. 
Instead, we can validate these detections by comparing how consistently they are identified for each con-
secutive run of the ML algorithm. Figure 3 compares the distributions of B  across five consecutive runs of 
the G21 model. These runs were trained with the same hyperparameters, such as number of hidden layers, 
and nodes, etc., but with variations on the training/test/validation set selection. The hyper parameters of a 
ML algorithm describe its architecture. Neural network nodes, also known as a neuron, is a computational 
connective unit that takes a number of weighted inputs and combines them algebraically to create an out-
put. Hidden layers are the layers of neural network nodes between input and output layers that allow for 
more complex linear algebraic fits to the training data set and represent more complex physical properties 
of the data set. The probability of variance in these plots describe the fractional number of minutes in events 
that are identified by one run of the model and not the other in 0.25 nT bins. Notably, 1 nT probability of 
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Figure 2. Trajectory of Cassini spacecraft from Saturn Orbit Insertion (July 2004) to mission end (September 2017) 
described in terms of its variation in radius, latitude, and local time for each orbit. Red points indicate the location of 
the spacecraft at apoapsis, and blue points indicate location at periapsis.
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variance reaches a plateau of 0 1.  across all comparisons. This indicates that 10% of detections are likely 
to vary between runs of the ML model. Similarly, low B  events (0.5 nT) reach a higher variance of 0 5. . 
This indicates that while these detections may represent correctly identified reconnection products, they 
can’t be consistently identified and hence should be excluded from statistical examination.

Determining an optimal threshold, above which we consider events to be validated, is difficult as, while the 
overall shape of distributions are similar, small scale structure in these distributions have some variation 
in each run comparison. To remove these local topological variations the distributions of all comparison 
(excluding comparisons of individual runs with themselves) can be averaged to obtain Figure 4. This figure 
displays average variability distributions across three parameters observed for each event in the G21 catalog, 
namely (a) B , (b) t, and (c) signal to noise ratio. These signal to noise ratio values are calculated in G21 
as:

SNR
B

B
RMS


| | 


 (1)

where 
RMSB  is the average for a period extending 30 min either side of the central time of the event, origi-

nally sourced from S16. The distributions shown in these plots are similar to one another with a high level 
of variance for low values which eventually plateau at 0 1.  variance. A threshold of 0 15.  variance is se-
lected as a reasonable confidence interval, below which an event is considered validated. This renders three 
parametric thresholds of B  = 0.71 nT, t = 6.61 min, and SNR = 1.15. It must be noted, that small-scale 
drizzle on the day-side has been discussed by (Delamere et al., 2015) as a mechanism for material to be 
transported out of magnetospheres. Hence, for smaller duration events ( t  1 min) it would be expected 
to identify a larger number of candidates on the dayside to dusk flank of the magnetosphere. This is the 
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Figure 3. Minute-wise comparison of event identification stability with respect to B  for five reconnection catalogs created through consecutive runs of the 
G21 neural network classification algorithm. The probability of variance indicates the fractional variation of identifications between two runs in a given 0.25 nT 

B  bin.
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theoretically expected scale of these events. However, due to physical limitations, our empirical threshold 
cannot probe identifications of this scale due to a lack of variability observed in Figure 4, and the approach 
of the length scale of classification to the time resolution of the data set used for classification. Hence, vents 
with all parameters above these thresholds are considered to be validated events and will be used to iden-
tify statistical trends in reconnection events. The G21 ML algorithm and associated catalog are publically 
available at Garton (2020).

3. Results
The ML approach is trained to identify magnetic field deflections like those in the training set. This means 
that bipolar deflections can be selected at any point along the Cassini trajectory (see Figure 2): not just 
confined to the magnetotail, but including the dayside, as well as even during magnetosheath or solar wind 
excursions. Figure 5 indicates the number of events identified by the ML algorithm while the Cassini space-
craft was located in the solar wind (dark blue), magnetosheath (light blue), the day-side magnetosphere 
(light salmon) and the night-side magnetosphere (dark salmon) for all identifications in the catalog. These 
magnetic environment classifications are obtained from the Jackman et al. (2019) catalog of magnetopause 
and bow shock crossings. Each of the bars in the graph are shaded with the number of events in each 
region that are above the three limitations set in Figure 4: 1,111 solar wind, 9,558 magnetosheath, 4,128 
days-side, and 3,472 night-side events respectively. Since this catalog is constructed from a ML method 
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Figure 4. Comparisons of mean stability across the aforementioned five reconnection catalogs. Stability is analyzed using metrics of B , t , and signal to 
noise ratio for events. Events with a variance below a threshold of 0.15 are considered to validated for statistical analysis. This creates lower limit thresholds for 

B , t , and signal to noise ratio for events of 0.71 nT, 6.61 min, and 1.15 respectively.
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built upon the S16 catalog, it is believed that the 3,472 events within the 
night-side magnetosphere are considered confirmed as they represent 
identifications in a similar environment and under the same magnetic 
conditions as the catalog the ML algorithm learned from. This does not 
indicate that the detections outside of the aforementioned limitations, or 
outside of the magnetosphere are not true identifications of signatures of 
reconnection, merely that they cannot be substantially validated. Signals 
of reconnection have been identified previously in the magnetosheath 
(Badman et al., 2013; Huddleston et al., 1997), on the magnetopause (Ja-
sinski et al., 2016, 2021), and on the day-side magnetosphere (Delamere 
et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2018), however the underlying physical mecha-
nisms and magnetic field morphologies which may lead to these bipolar 
deflections are different. On the nightside, the physical picture developed 
in the S16 catalog is one of stretched magnetic field lines reconnecting 
and releasing plasmoids downtail or dipolarizations planetward of the 
reconnection site. Reconnection in the day-side plasma sheet is likely 
to have a somewhat different morphology given the confinement by the 
magnetopause limiting the degree of current sheet stretch. Moreover, 
reconnection in the turbulent magnetosheath is also a process of likely 
different character to large-scale magnetotail reconfiguration.

3.1. Temporal Statistical Analysis

Figure 6 illustrates the temporal distribution of reconnection identified 
for the entirety of Cassini’s lifetime for all events (dark blue), events with-
in the magnetosphere (light blue), and the aforementioned thresholded 
events within the night-side magnetosphere (salmon). Notably, the three 
distributions are dissimilar due to the varying trajectory of Cassini’s or-

bit throughout its lifetime, with the initial capture orbits following Saturn Orbit Insertion in 2004 favor-
ing large radial distance detections (many in the solar wind and magnetosheath), in contrast to detections 
in 2017 during Cassini’s proximal orbits favoring small radial distance identifications (inner to middle 
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Figure 5. Number of identified events by Cassini during its near-Saturn 
lifetime in the four magnetic environments: solar wind, in the planetary 
magnetosheath, day-side, and night-side magnetosphere. Reconnection 
events were classified into these regions by the Jackman et al. (2019) 
catalog. Shaded regions of each classification represent the number of 
events that meet the thresholding criteria established in Figure 4.

Figure 6. Yearly distribution of identified reconnection events during Cassini’s near-Saturn lifetime for all (dark blue), 
magnetosphere (light blue, and night-side magnetosphere events within limitations established in Figure 4. On average, 
7,000 events are identified yearly by the in-situ spacecraft, however, this does not account for all magnetospheric 
reconnections as only events that occur upwind of Cassini will be identifiable. Furthermore, this distribution does not 
account for the varying orbital trajectories of Cassini during its lifetime.
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magnetosphere). Furthermore, no class of identifications maintains a 
consistent yearly rate of events due to these varying orbits. Most apparent 
are an absence of validated events present in 2008 due to Cassini entering 
a high-latitude polar orbit with small equatorial plane radial distances as 
indicated in Figure 2. The largest number of validated detections occur 
in 2006 and 2010 where Cassini entered into deep-tail equatorial orbits 
where it would be closest to the magnetotail current sheet, the site of 
reconnection. Hence, these years are likely the most accurate representa-
tion of magnetotail reconnection rates with 900 yearly identifications. 
However, even during these orbits, Cassini is located out of these spatial 
ranges for significant periods of time. Hence, the true number of identi-
fication for a spacecraft in an ideal location ( totalN ) can be calculated as:

 total
total i

i

TN N
T (2)

where iN  is number of validated events within limits ( 3472 59), totalT  
is the total time of Cassini’s near-Saturn lifetime (6.77  610  mins), and 

iT  is the total time where Cassini is within the magnetotail within  40  
latitude of the equatorial plane (2.48  610  mins). These values render an 
estimation of  8895 151totalN  for Cassini’s near-Saturn lifetime, or 

1.87 0.03 identifications per day.

The structures associated with magnetic reconnection are expected to 
initiate within the current sheet, where anti-parallel field lines meet (Ar-
ridge, Russell, et al., 2008; Connerney et al., 1983; Harris, 1962). How-
ever, since Saturn’s axis has a seasonal tilt as it orbits the Sun and due to 
its large and expansive magnetosphere, its current sheet is known to be-
come hinged with the seasonal variation of the planet (Arridge, Khurana, 
et al., 2008; Carbary et al., 2015). This effect is visible in Figure 7 (a and 

b) which compares the latitude and radius of the aforementioned 3,472 events in Kronian Radial-Theta-Phi 
(KRTP) coordinates across Cassini’s lifetime. KRTP coordinates are defined as the polar representation of 
a Cartesian coordinate system, where the x axis is positive Sun-ward in the Sun-Saturn line, the z axis is 
positive in the direction of Saturn’s north magnetic pole, and the y axis completes the right handed set.

In 2004 Saturn experienced southern hemisphere summer, where the current sheet extends perpendicular 
to the rotational axis of the planet until 25 RS. Beyond this distance, the pressure of the incoming solar 
wind overcomes the planet’s magnetic pressure, causing the magnetotail to be swept out of the plane, cre-
ating a hinged magnetotail current sheet (Arridge, Khurana, et al., 2008; Arridge et al., 2011). Notably, an 
overall preference exists for negative latitude detections in 2004, whereas in 2017 a preference exists for pos-
itive latitude detections. This effect is due to this aforementioned current sheet hinging, which varies on the 
seasonal timescale of Saturn. This phenomenon is visible in the data where the large radial distance identi-
fications occur close to 0  latitude, while identifications closer to the planet (30 RS) follow the seasonal tilt 
variation of Saturn. In 2009, Saturn was experiencing an equinox. This means the current sheet is expected 
to have no hinging at this time, which is reflected by the reduced range of latitudinal detections during 
this period to being highly localized around 0 . However, the magnetotail current sheet does exhibit ver-
tical flapping of the current sheet, closely linked to the Planetary Period Oscillations (PPOs) (e.g., Bradley 
et al. (2018)). This flapping means that the current sheet can reach a modest range of latitude above/below 
its nominal central position. During 2009 and 2010, Cassini’s trajectory was changed to an equatorial orbit 
with apokrone in the magnetotail at radial distances out to 50 RS, greatly facilitating the identification of 
magnetotail reconnection events. Other patterns of detections exist in this data set, namely the extremely 
high and low latitude detections of 2007, mid 2009, 2013, and 2014. Identifications at these latitudes are 
due to the highly angled orbital trajectory of Cassini at these times (see Figure 2), where it comes close to 
the magnetopause boundary and hence may identify Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instabilities in magnetic field 
observations (B. L. Burkholder et al., 2020; Delamere et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2014). To reduce the impact 
of these detections, identifications within one hour of Cassini crossing the magnetopause were removed 
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Figure 7. Reconnection occurrence as a function of latitude for the 3,472 
events in Kronian Radial-Theta-Phi coordinates for the entirety of Cassini’s 
near-Saturn lifetime. Color in these plots indicate (a) the radial distance 
of Cassini from Saturn during detection and (b) the number density of 
detections for given latitudes with time. The majority of reconnection is 
limited to the planetary current sheet, with variation from the 0° latitude 
matching the expected long-term seasonal change of the planetary 
magnetic field.
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from the magnetosphere detections, however it must be noted that global-scale K-H vortices may still be 
identified by the ML algorithms, however, there is no way to sufficiently weed out these detections spatially 
or temporally without potentially removing valid identification events. When comparing these events with 
their number density it is apparent that these peculiar events are few in number and hence possibly a sim-
ple statistical error. The high latitude bins of 2013/2014 however exhibit 10 detections in number density 
and hence can be considered statistically significant, they are at larger radial distances (50 RS). This may 
imply these identifications are due to interactions with the magnetopause boundary or its nearby magnetic 
environment that are not removed by the Jackman et al. (2019) catalog. This may be due to the spacecraft 
not crossing the boundary layer (Masters et al., 2011), but still orbiting close enough to be affected by its 
near plasma environment.

3.2. Spatial Statistical Analysis

Figure  8 indicates the spatial distribution of reconnection for all events in the G21 catalog (dark blue), 
magnetosphere only (light blue), and night-side magnetosphere within the aforementioned limits (salmon). 
The distribution of events is described as functions of radial range (a), local time (b), and latitude (c). The 
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Figure 8. Radial (a), local time (b), and latitudinal (c) distributions of identified reconnection events for all events 
(dark blue), only events within the magnetosphere (light blue), and events within the magnetosphere and above the 
aforementioned parametric thresholds (salmon).
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majority of reconnection across all classes occurs in the 20–40 RS range, however this is most likely due to 
Cassini spending much of its lifetime in this radial distance range, showing favor for detection at these dis-
tances. The local time distribution of reconnection is highly imbalanced in favor of dusk-side reconnection. 
This effect is most notable in the magnetospheric class where the number of dawn-side detections can be 
a factor of two times lower than dusk-side. However this effect still persists in our limited 3,472 night-side 
events, with a high density of observations in the 18–21 h range where the rotating magnetosphere enters 
a large scale expansion down tail. The latitudinal distribution of events is highly focused in the equatorial 
plane, particularly for the limited data set. Identifications outside of the 20 -wide bin centered on 0  may 
be attributed to the observation of plasmoids near a current sheet which has two key physical phenomena 
controlling its location: (a) the seasonal variation and associated hinging of the current sheet, (b) the ver-
tical flapping accompanied by quasi-periodic thickening and thinning of the current sheet modulated by 
the planetary period, for example, Provan et al. (2018) and references therein. Furthermore, a subset of the 
nightside detections correspond to TCRs as opposed to plasmoids, with the former being observable from 
the higher latitude lobes as opposed to the central current sheet region. Moreover, there is an expected lack 
of events at highest latitudes ( 70 ) furthest from the theoretical sites where oppositely directed field lines 
from opposite hemispheres could merge and reconnect.

Figure  9 demonstrates global distribution of reconnection events within thresholds from Figure  4, but 
across all local times from three viewpoints at 1600 (a), 2000 (b), and 0200 (c) hours local time. Night-
side events are highly restricted to equatorial latitudes with maximal extents at  40 , with concentration 
centered around 0  latitude. Two relative hotspots exist in these night-side detections corresponding with 
the number of events at 2,000 and 0,200 h local time from Figure 8. Day-side detections are observed to have 
a far larger latitudinal spread than night-side detections (Neupane et al., 2021). Furthermore, two hotspots 
exist on the day-side, similar to night-side, however these are located at high latitudes ( 40 ) and restricted 
in local time (1,400–1,600 h). Since these identifications are on the day-side, where the ML algorithm has 
never been trained on, it is difficult to conclude these detections correspond to true events, however ac-
knowledging them and their potential indication of some physical phenomenon other than reconnection 
makes them noteworthy observations. Future research into these day-side identifications would require use 
of a newly constructed ML catalog designed and trained to be inclusive of day-side reconnection events that 
may not fit the typical bipolar magnetic signatures observed in night-side reconnection.
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Figure 9. Normalized global distribution of identified reconnection events viewed from three different perspectives in a logarithmic color scale from three 
viewpoints 1600 (a), 2000  (b), and 0200 (c) hours local time.
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Figure 10 demonstrates (a) an equatorial projection distribution of magnetospheric deflections (both day-
side and night-side) and (b) the | |B  of events in these spatial bins. The occurrence distribution is normal-
ized with respect to observation time of Cassini in each spatial bin, hence color in this plot indicates the 
probability of identifying a reconnection event for every minute of observation in each spatial bin. Lack of 
color in a given sector is attributed to either the Cassini spacecraft not exploring that region during its life-
time, or a lack of field deflection detections (despite Cassini sampling). Three main clusters of reconnection 
are identifiable in this figure, at 0,300–0,600, 1,200–1,700, and 1,900–0,200 h local time. The 0,300–0,600 
local time cluster of reconnection probability is due a normalization effect. Very few detections (10) exist in 
these spatial bins however the probability of identification is high due to Cassini occupying these bins for a 
small period of time, hence a high rate of error is associated with this cluster. Furthermore, these detections 
are close to the magnetopause boundary and are possibly due to near-boundary interactions. The cluster at 
1,200–1,700 h is associated with the two day-side hotspots of identifications discussed for Figure 9. Finally, 
the cluster of detections from 1,900 to 0,200 h local time occur in statistically significant numbers and en-
compass a local time sector which was well sampled in the training data. This cluster represents the pref-
erential region for identifying tail-side reconnection signatures. Unfortunately, the Cassini spacecraft has a 
lack of observations directly in the center of this cluster at 2,100 local time beyond 35 RS. This cluster may 
be far more populated with reconnection signatures if Cassini’s trajectory had entered these spatial bins. 
Even with the lack of observations in these spatial bins it is still clear that a significant imbalance for detec-
tion exists in favor of dusk-side identifications. The | |B  plot shows a preference for larger deflection events 
to occur closer to the planet. This is likely due to magnetic field strength being stronger closer to the planet 
and typical signatures of deflections featuring a polarity inversion. Hence, for a typical reconnection event, 
a larger B  deflection would be expected closer to the planet. Also of note in this plot are the asymmetries 
between day and night-side, and dawn and dusk. Day-side show overall larger deflections than night-side 
for the same radial distances. This may be due to the unverified nature of these day-side identifications. 
It’s possible that day-side reconnection facilitates the creation of stronger magnetic features. Alternatively 
it may be that due to this environment being so different to the night-side events the model was trained to 
identify, it can only consistently identify the larger magnetic deflection signatures. The dawn-dusk asym-
metry is approximately inverse of the reconnection occurrence distribution. This may mean the apparent 
stronger magnetic signatures on the dawn side are a feature of uncertainty, or alternatively, it may imply 
that there is no asymmetry in flux transport for Saturn, merely that on the dusk-side, flux is transported of-
ten on small scale and that on the dawn-side flux is transported less frequently but in larger scales. Interest-
ingly, this figure matches well with the heating rate densities due to turbulent processes. Turbulent heating 
rates are determined by magnetic fluctuations (Kaminker et al., 2017), and the local time asymmetry of this 
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Figure 10. (a) Normalized radial distribution of identified reconnection events normalized for Cassini observing times in each spatial bin. (b) Mean | |B  for 
identified events in each radial and local time bins.
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reconnection rate distribution is being similar to that of the turbulent heating densities at Saturn is further 
evidence between the linking of the two.

Figure 11 indicates the directionality of the 3,472 validated magnetotail events normalized with respect 
to the mean number of observations in each 2.5 RS bins. This normalization method better represents the 
directionality of events at a given radial distance for the imbalanced number of observations in both direc-
tions. The planetward (1,162) and tailward (2,310) classifications come directly from the G21 catalog and 
can be inferred where positive to negative B  events are considered to be planetward and tailward events 
exhibit a negative to positive B  deflection. Notably, planetward event occur at lower radial distances on 
average (32.8 RS) than tailward events (34.7 RS), however a significant overlap exists between the two dis-
tributions making it difficult to distinctly classify them and hence identify the location of a planetary x-line.

3.3. Parametric Statistical Analysis

The G21 catalog extracts parametric information for each identified event. Figure 12 demonstrates the dis-
tribution of duration for the aforementioned 3,472 events in log-log space, normalized to give the expected 
number of detection in each t bin in a single year. This method enables a first approximation of the size 
and frequency of events expected to be observed by an in-situ spacecraft, however, the visibility of plas-

moids is a function of the spacecraft proximity to the center of the cur-
rent sheet, which itself is variable depending on current sheet flapping 
and wave motion (Andrews et al., 2019; Jackman et al., 2009). Delamere 
et  al.  (2015) investigated the time between consecutive current sheet 
crossings by Cassini and found a similar shaped, power-law-like distri-
bution. Under the assumption of a scale invariant or fractal-like nature 
of the planetary magnetotail (Bradley et al., 2018; Hoshino et al., 1994; 
Milovanov et  al.,  1996), a power law relationship is fit to the distribu-
tion (    1.28299.23N t ). This fit performs well for mid duration events 
in this distribution, however both the long duration and short duration 
events are observed to fall below this fit. This is likely caused by the po-
tential missing of small scale events due to their relatively lower signal 
to noise ratio and their approaching of the time resolution of the data 
set, thus being more susceptible to missed classifications. Long duration 
events are significantly rarer, and thus the chance they are not observed 
due to the spacecraft not being in the optimal observing window when 
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Figure 11. Radial distribution of planetward (blue) and tailward (red) events for night side identifications. Notably, 
planetward identifications are observed on average closer to the planet (Mean at 32.8 RS) than tailward events (Mean at 
34.7 RS), however there is a significant overlap of the two distributions.

Figure 12. Log-log distribution of identified event duration for events 
longer than the aforementioned stability thresholds. This distribution is 
assumed to be exponential, with the implication being reconnection events 
are scale invariant, and is described by the equation:    1.28299.23N t .
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they occur has a higher impact on their statistical distribution. Alterna-
tively, a different fitting function may be more optimal to fit the distri-
bution, however this would require an assumption of scale variance for 
reconnection events, whereas assuming the catalog misses some difficult 
to identify events is more probable. From this fit, it can be estimated that 
a spacecraft is expected to observe 307 one minute duration events every 
year, however since these events (a) occur on such a short time scale, and 
(b) are likely to be very small compared to background magnetic topolo-
gy, it is likely that these events will not by identified within magnetic field 
observations; however they provide a rough estimate of number and size 
of events for approximating mass loss for Saturn’s magnetosphere. Simi-
larly, extremely large and rare events can be approximated, for example, 
a one in 10 year event would have a yearly observation rate of  1 / 10N , 
and from our power law fit, a duration of 459 min. It is important to note 
that while this fit provides a potentially infinite size scale for reconnec-
tion events, in reality these events are limited in duration due to the finite 

scale of the magnetosphere and limitations on factors like flux tube content, inflow to the diffusion region 
(Arridge et al., 2015; Goertz, 1983). Some upper limit of duration exists, however during the 13 years of Cas-
sini’s observations, not enough reconnection events were detected to statistically conclude this upper limit.

Figure  13 demonstrates a similar parametric distribution of B  for the 3,472 events in log-log space, 
normalized to a year timescale. This distribution is also well described by a power law relationship 
( 

   2.0852.07N B ). This distribution enables a similar level of predictability to reconnection event scale. 
The power law fit supports the idea for a fractal structure/scale invariant mechanism behind the creation 
of reconnection signatures. Furthermore, with this distribution it is possible to estimate yearly event oc-
currence for given B  bins. Hence, it is expected to observe 50 events with   0.875 1.125B , and 
it is expected to observe a single 16 nT deflection event every 10 years. It must be remembered that this 
distribution is also subject to the spatial limitations of the Kronian magnetosphere and some upper limit 
of B  exists that cannot be statistically identified exclusively using Cassini’s observations. For example, 
plasmoids can only be as wide as the total magnetotail width (90 RS). In actuality, it is likely typical plas-
moid sizes don’t approach these widths. This is inferred from research on relative sizes of plasmoids in 
Earth’s magnetosphere (Ieda et al., 1998). Plasmoids are created within the current sheet which itself has 
constraints on vertical extent (range 1–6 RS, Arridge, Russell, et al., 2008; Dougherty et al., 2005; Giampieri 
& Dougherty, 2004; Staniland et al., 2020). In practice, plasmoids represent localized bulges in the plasma 
sheet (as evidenced with the observation of TCRs) but there is a limit on this deformation of the current 
sheet. This creates strict spatial limitations on plasmoids. Similarly, B  is limited by the available magnetic 
flux of Saturn, which is typically observed through variation in the auroral oval (Badman et al., 2005, 2014; 
Carbary, 2012). For this research, we assume that the spacecraft travels directly through the center of the 
identified plasmoid in a head-on trajectory, hence causing the maximum possible B  delflection. In real-
ity, it is likely the spacecraft intersects the majority of plasmoids in a glancing blow or off center trajectory 
causing a smaller observed B .

4. Discussion
As evidenced in the previous section, the ML catalog created by G21 opens the path for statistical studies on 
the properties of magnetospheric reconnection for Saturn. This research has focused on a small, spatially 
restricted, validated data set, and exclusively on the magnetic field properties as measured by Cassini.

From the temporal statistical analysis, we can conclude that spacecraft orbiting Saturn may sample 200 
magnetotail reconnection events every year. Spacecraft in deep-tail orbits are more likely to experience 
higher reconnection rates of 900 events. However, through normalizing the total number of validated 
detections across Cassini’s lifetime (3,472) with respect to time Cassini spent in the optimal spatial window 
for observing magnetotail reconnection, an estimate of 660 events occur yearly. This knowledge is crucial 
for establishing expectations for future spacecraft missions to Saturn. Furthermore, it can be concluded the 
seasonal variation and hinging of the current sheet for Saturn can be identified by analyzing the locations 
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Figure 13. Log-log distribution of identified event north-south magnetic 
deflection for events above the aforementioned stability thresholds. 
Assuming these events are scale invariant, an exponential line is fit to the 
distribution, of the order 

   2.0852.07N B .
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of reconnection identification for tail-side events. While this data set only covers  14 years (less than half 
of the orbital period of Saturn), the latitudinal variation of detections follows closely the seasonal tilt of 
Saturn’s magnetosphere. For the near current sheet latitudinal identifications, large radial distance obser-
vations occur more closely to 0 , while closer detections follow the planet’s seasonal tilt. The shift between 
these two regimes occurs in the range of 20–30 RS indicating a hinge in the planetary current sheet at 
25 RS which agrees with the theoretical location of the current sheet hinge for Saturn (Arridge, Khurana, 
et al., 2008; Carbary et al., 2015). Notably, these findings are inclusive of plasmoids, TCRs, and dipolariza-
tions. While plasmoids and TCR events are well constrained to the current sheet, dipolarizations are not 
and hence may have a wider latitudinal spread, hence causing near Saturn events (30 RS) to be observed 
at higher latitudes.

From the spatial distribution of events, it can be concluded that night-side magnetospheric reconnection 
signatures are most identified in the 20–40 RS range, with a preference for the identification of many small-
scale events in the dusk-side of the magnetosphere. This may imply a preference for Vasyliunas style re-
connection over Dungey cycle style (Badman & Cowley, 2007). Vasyliunas reconnection is associated with 
mass loss and Dungey cycle reconnection is associated with both mass loss and flux closure. Hence, this 
preference for Vasyliunas style reconnection favors a loss of mass with no change in the ratio of open and 
closed magnetic fields. Furthermore, observations of reconnection are localized to the equatorial plane, 
particularly for night-side reconnection. This can be explained as reconnection occurs localized within the 
planetary current sheet and signatures of reconnection traveling along the current sheet. Also of note, day-
side field deflections from the catalog, while not validated, seem to be observed across a broader range of lat-
itude and longitude with notable hotspots at  40 . These hotspots conform to the nonequatorial disturbed 
magnetic field events of (Neupane et al., 2021), however, they observed a more uniform distribution with 
latitude. Alternatively, these hotspots may be the most prominent location for magnetic flux tube twisting 
that facilitates the double reconnection process at mid latitudes from (Ma et al., 2019). The precise cause 
of these hotspots, and their link to specific magnetospheric phenomena would be an interesting avenue for 
future research on dayside processes.

From the research on directionality of reconnection events and the highly overlapped distribution of tail-
ward and planetward events, it is concluded that either the planetary x-line is highly mobile across the 
14 year period, or that its location is beyond Cassini’s observing window for much of the time. Previous 
studies at the gas giants have sought to explore the x-line location and properties. Vogt et al. (2010) exam-
ined Galileo data at Jupiter and found a reasonably clear, statistically significant boundary between tailward 
and planetward events, indicating a jovian tail x-line at 90 RJ at dawn, and 120 RJ at dusk. More recently, 
Vogt et al. (2020) took a similar approach to event identification and performed a statistical analysis of Juno 
magnetometer data. That study did not reveal a statistical x-line position. Thomsen et al.  (2014) studied 
plasma flow parameters at Saturn and found that no quasi-steady x-line position was found within 45 RS. 
From Figure 11 an unstable equilibrium point may exist at 33.75 RS that the x-line will tend to on average, 
however it is likely that due to the variable nature of Saturn’s magnetic field and the surrounding solar 
wind, the location of the x-line is equally as variable (Jia et al., 2012; Smith, Jackman, Thomsen, Lamy, & 
Sergis, et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2016). The coverage of the terrestrial magnetotail allows for examination of 
both the near-Earth and the distant tail x-line (Eastwood et al., 2005; Ieda et al., 1998; Imber et al., 2011). 
Jackman and Arridge (2011) noted that the down-tail coverage at Jupiter and Saturn equates to 3 times 
the typical magnetopause standoff distance at those planets, whereas the coverage at Earth with spacecraft 
like Geotail 200 RE equates to 20 times the typical terrestrial standoff distance. Thus the exploration space 
at the gas giants is much more limited. By applying simple scaling from Earth to account for the planetary 
magnetic field strength, the magnetopause standoff distance, and the observed terrestrial near-planet x-line 
location, one might expect Saturn’s x-line to lie 75 RS from the planet on average (Jackman et al., 2014). 
However, it must be noted that Earth’s magnetosphere is Dungey cycle dominated and hence its phenome-
non may not be directly transferable in this manner. Since Cassini spent the majority of observations plan-
etwards of this distance, this theoretical location cannot be confirmed with this research.

From the parametric distribution of events, it is concluded that Saturn’s magnetotail has a fractal-like na-
ture for reconnection, that is, the same underlying processes create both large and small events with an 
inverse power law distribution of occurrence. This type of distribution is similar to scale size found for 
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magnetohydrodynamic modeling of magnetic islands (Fermo et  al.,  2010), and in the size distributions 
of reconnection products in other magnetospheres (Akhavan-Tafti et al., 2018; Fermo et al., 2011; Smith, 
Jackman, Frohmaier, et al., 2018). This relationship is true for both the duration (t) and the deflection in 
north-ward magnetic field ( B ). In Section 3.1, the reconnection rate for Saturn’s magnetotail was found to 
be  1.87 reconnection events per day, however this only accounts for events above our statistical thresholds 
( t  6.61 min). From the distribution of t, this reconnection rate can be corrected to include small events 
through solving the following integrals:

    1.28
6.611.87 299.23c t d t (3)

    1.28
1 299.23corrRR c t d t (4)

where c is a constant that accounts for converting the fit from yearly events to daily events, and also cor-
rects for the time the spacecraft spent in the optimal viewing position relative to the time of its entire 
orbit as mentioned in Section 3.1. corrRR  is the true reconnection rate for plasmoids and is calculated to be 

3.21 1.57 reconnection events per day.

Similarly, from the t distribution and previous studies of plasmoid properties, it is possible to estimate the 
mass loss in Saturn’s magnetotail as:

M V (5)

 M WHv t (6)

where   represents the density of the plasmoid (0.1 3cm  of 16 amu ions; Thomsen et al., 2014), V  is the vol-
ume of the plasmoid (assumed to be a cuboid for simplicity), W  is the width of the plasmoid (ranging in size 
from 3 RS lower limit Smith, Jackman, Thomsen, Lamy, & Sergis, et al., 2018 to 90 RS upper limit at full tail 
width; Jackman et al., 2014), H is the height of the plasmoid (4 SR ; Arridge et al., 2011; Kellett et al., 2009; 
Sergis et al., 2011; Staniland et al., 2020; Szego et al., 2012), and v is the velocity of the moving plasmoid 
(300 km 1s ; Jackman et al., 2014). Inserting these values and solving for M gives:

 524.31M t (7)

where t is in seconds. By taking the duration distribution of identified events from Figure 12, with a max-
imum observed duration of 400 min (from the G21 catalog) as the upper limit on length (   L v t  120 RS), 
the mean mass per plasmoid can be calculated as   6 51.20 10 ( 2.48 10 ) kg. Taking the aforementioned 
reconnection rate of 3.22 1.57, this gives an estimate of the minimum to maximum of mass loss through 

plasmoids of   1.50 ( 0.79) 44.87 ( 23.76) kg 1s . This finding aligns with previous estimates of Kronian 
plasmoid mass and mass loss rates (Bagenal & Delamere, 2011; Jackman et al., 2014). Comparing this mass 
loss rate to the mass loading rate from Enceledus (8–250 kg 1s ) suggests a sizable role for a viscous like 
interaction at Saturn (Delamere & Bagenal, 2013; Delamere et al., 2018).

The G21 catalog opens a new avenue for planetary magnetospheric research by providing the most com-
prehensive catalog of magnetic field deflections in the Saturn system, covering 14 years of Cassini data, 
different Saturn seasons and an entire solar cycle. This paper provides an investigation of reconnection 
events identified within, with a heavy focus on night-side magnetospheric activity. However, this re-
search can be built upon to investigate signatures of day-side reconnection, or for the events located in 
the magnetosheath or solar wind. Investigations into all identified events along with a comparison of 
plasma properties from the CAPS plasma spectrometer may render further understanding of reconnec-
tion, and bulk plasma flow within the magnetosphere. Additionally, much of this research has focused 
on identifications from a model trained on bipolar field signatures observed in the magnetotail. For 
future work that aims to focus on the dayside or the dawn-dusk asymmetry in magnetospheric reconfig-
uration, it would be prudent to train an algorithm specifically on a labeled data set from those regions. 
Finally, the ML method applied to the Cassini observations may be expanded, and retrained for missions 
that have focused on other planets in our solar system such as MESSENGER at Mercury, and Galileo or 
Juno at Jupiter.
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Data Availability Statement
Calibrated data from the Cassini mission are available from the NASA Planetary Data System at the Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory (https://pds.jpl.nasa.gov/). The datasets created from this study can be found on Zenodo 
(https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4638961).
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